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 “Starting to feel good for 

functioning well” 
 "Starting to feel good for functioning well " is a 

project funded by the European Union through 
the National Agency for Community Projects in 
Education and Vocational Training. Contracted in 
2013 by the Bucharest School Inspectorate in 
partnership with the Ministry of Education in Turkey 
, Ankara Milli Egitim ve Bakanlığı Rehberlik DENETIM 
Başkanlığı and non-governmental organization , 
Unione degli Assesorati alle Politiche e del lavoro 
socio - sanitario from Italy, Palermo , the project 
fosters and leverages a concept of international 
interest , promoted in recent decades, " the 
wellbeing”. 



“Starting to feel good for 

functioning well” 
 

 The purpose of the application was the development 
of skills and abilities to promote wellbeing in the 
educational work for a target group consists of 
teachers who occupy leadership , human resource 
managers , trainers , teachers, psycho- pedagogues 

 Given the difficulty of teachers to adapt to changes 
in the system, relatively low labor productivity , 
insufficient training in crisis management , the high 
proportion of occupational stress and sometimes 
faulty communication between teachers and feelow 
students , students , parents , supervisors , have been 
identified training needs : 



Starting to feel good for 

functioning well 

 theoretical research Impact tests of the concept 
of well-being : analysis , definitions , interpretations 
and deepening scientific literature ; 

 creating the tools necessary to identify factors that 
influence positively or negatively the educational 
environment : questionnaires, interviews , focus 
groups  

 -design strategies promoting awareness and the 
importance of establishing and maintaining 
educational wellbeing in crops as a first step 
towards stability and progress at school; 



Starting to feel good for 

functioning well 

 

 Each of the three partners selected a variable 
number of pilot schools deemed, necessary 
to implement the instruments working . 

 

 We make known those results as a form of 
dissemination activities developed within the 
project and , especially , as an overview of 
the state of affairs in educational 
environments . 
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 Bucharest School Inspectorate has 

designed strategy to measure the level of 

satisfaction of teachers in the work 

environment , such as: application of 

questionnaires among teachers of 

primary and secondary school , 

vocational and general secondary school 

, organizing the focus groups in the same 

schools and interpreting the results . 
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opinion?  
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How well do you feel in your 

work environment? 
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What are the reasons for  why 

you feel it? 
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How do you rate the communication in 

the educational environment in which 

you work? 
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How do you evaluate the  

teamwork in your school? 
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What do you think is  the community 

opinion about the status of the 

teacher? 
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How important is the salary to 
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change for improving your 

working condition? 
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Conclusions 

  

A large number of interviewed correlated 
the wellbeing with internal factors (health, 
joy, love, seriousness) and  also with external 
factors (comfortable atmosphere). 

 The factors that influence the  
wellbeing are mostly external: the family, the 
working collective, the wellness, the  
environment, the entourage ,the harmony. 
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functioning well 

  

 86.67% of the interviewed feel good to 
very good in their work environment, while 
13.33% feel only good.  
The reasons for a very good/good condition 
would be  the  dedication to the occupation 
of teacher, automotivation, the  job 
satisfaction,the  contentment of the well 
done and the  excessive bureaucracy (a 
factor that diminishes the wellbeing in  the 
workplace). 
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functioning well 

 The communication in education is 

perceived as very good, without  conflicts, 

efficient, constructive, warm and motivating 

both with their peers and with the manager / 

management team of the institution.  

The teamwork school is evaluated as  

without conflicts, effective, constructive, 

generating measurable results. 
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 Regarding the social representation of the 
teaching profession, the answers were 
divided into two directions:  

 Repect,recognition-96,6% 

  Indifference, accusatory attitude -93,3% 

100% of the interviewed consider the salary very 
important for their wellbeing. On the other 
hand,100% of the interviewed believe that there 
is a significant correlation between the health 
and the environment. 
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       The variables that could be changed to 
improve the wellbeing of teachers would 
be:  

 The salary; 

 The progress of learners; 

 The equipment of schools; 

  The recognition ; 

 The bureaucracy. 



On-line questionnaire 
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Province N % 

Erzurum 99 %3,7 

Van 260 %9,8 

Urfa 235 %8,7 

Istanbul 116 %4,3 

Balikesir 182 %6,7 

Aydin 234 %8,6 

Kocaeli 270 %9,9 

Ankara 279 %10,3 

Rize 244 %9,0 

Burdur 266 %9,8 

Samsun 263 %9,7 

Nevsehir 268 %9,9 

Total 
2716 

%100,

0 

A
N

K
A

R
A

 

School-type Commune School name 

Pre-school 
Etimesgut TOKİ Göksu Anaokulu 

Sincan Şehit Emrah Anaokulu 

Primary 

school 
Keçiören 

Hüseyin Güllüoğlu İlkokulu 

Kamil Ocak İlkokulu 

Kuyubaşı İlkokulu 

Second school Keçiören Kuyubaşı Ortaokulu 

General 

Highschool 
Yenimahalle 

Kaya Beyazıtoğlu Anadolu Lisesi 

Mehmet Akif Ersoy Anadolu Lisesi 

Mustafa Azmi Doğan Anadolu Lisesi 

Şevket Raşit Hatipoğlu Anadolu Lisesi 

Yakacık Anadolu Lisesi 

Vet School 

Kızılcahamam 
Teknik ve EML (Mesleki ve Teknik Anadolu Lisesi) 

Mamak 
Abidinpaşa Teknik ve EML (Mesleki ve Teknik 

Anadolu Lisesi) 

Sincan Özdemir Sabancı Kız Teknik ve ML  



Focus Group Meeting  
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2 teachers and 1 manager from each school were invited to 

 the meeting. 
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School-type Commune School name 

Primary school Keçiören 
Kamil Ocak Primary School 

 

Second school Keçiören 
Kuyubaşı Second School 

 

Academic 

Highschool 
Yenimahalle 

Mustafa Azmi Doğan 

Anatolian Highschool 

Vocational 

School 
Mamak 

Abidinpaşa Vocational 

Highschool 

Province N % 

Ankara 279 %10,3 

Total 
2716 

%100,

0 



1-What is wellness in your opinion? 
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1-“Self-esteem, having enough  knowledge, having good communication skills” 

2- “To be well equipped.  I mean that especially students should come to high school 
well equipped“ 

3- “Being a mark, to be ahead of others,  catch the best. I think we as a school 
have reached the best.”  

4- “To do your best” 

5- “To be healthy both physically and psychologically, to be or to perform the  
job in a healthy environment  at school and  being happy at home too. The  
conditions where one works should be satisfying” 

6- “It means to feel good psychologically.  I agree with Sinem.” 

7- “To get satisfied with his/her life quality,  life style and his/her job” 

8-“ To be qualified  and be sufficient to  one-self and the the others. You  feel better 
when you meet the expectations.  I mean both person and equipment” 

9-“Professional satisfaction.  Being qualified  and being healthy both psychologically 
and physically.  If all these points are met professional satisfaction  can be 
attained.” 

10-“ I agree with my friends and say, if  we  want  something to be done 
perfect we need some standards” 



2-Which are the factors that influence your 

well-being? 
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1-”I need to feel good and make good communication, and the feed back  from my students 
should be satisfying.” 

2-“I’m not  able to foresee my future.  At school if you have problems with your colleagues this is worse 
then physical conditions. English prep classes are removed and  6 hour is not enough for teaching 
English at 9. th class and then from 10 th class it decreases to 4, this is a real problem for me. “ 

3-“Indefiniteness, not to know what will happen 4 months later. To think that I have to get away from my 
environment when rotation happens to me” 

4-“Belief. I need to go to school  with pleasure, if my feets start to go back at my school door it means 
that every thing has finished.  Me to be good is not enough.  The  work environment should also be 
good and appealing.  It’s my 35 th year  and I feel as I will  retire because I have lost my belief.” 

5-“Yes belief. Physical conditions, school building, ICT, if you are a smoker to have a smoking room at 
school and not to smoke at the school garden where the students can see.  Good communication with 
colleagues, because we are social-beings and we not only teach and go home and we want to 
communicate and exchange information. The communication among colleagues also reflects our  
communication with our students.    And when we get good results from students  your well being 
makes top.” 

6-“The attitude of the employer. I feel as if a worthlessness policy is held by the Ministry.  That why I 
don’t feel well at my profession. I am a 10 years teachers and every day a bad news or arrangement 
is announced and this irritates me.  The Ministries bad attitude, our  employee rights, the salary 
increase, and the  “don’t bother my parent” policy affects my wellbeing and my motivation.” 

7-“To like and to feel valuable, to feel well everywhere. For example if you do not a desk where to 
fulfill your job especially me as a guidance counselor you star to feel worse and worthless. You 
want to produce something and nothing is qualified.  You don’t have financial support you don’t 
feel well.  You need to feel safe and belonging to the work environment.” 

 



2-Which are the factors that influence your 

wellbeing? 
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8-“I agree with my  colleagues here. I am a 7 years teacher but I feel burned-out.  I want to tell that young teachers are 

appointed to underdeveloped regions and this influence them in a bad way and they feel  burned-out in their first 

year. They are energetic and they should be appointed to places where they can be more useful.  Another thing I 

want to say is, instead of the teachers  going to the classroom students may come to my class and that would help 

me keeping my materials and IT in my class and have the opportunity to prepare my next lesson and  also rest till 

the students arrive. This year I have 40 students in each class, till last year there were 57-60 students. I want the 

student number per class to be decreased.  We still don’t have smart boards in our classes.” 

9-“School building and IT should be well,  (as a guidance counselor) I have time problem especially no time to get in 

contact with teachers  and always have the meetings at lunchtime,. We also havbe a home life and we  have to 

spend to time to our children and tis very important. Another thing is that while taking decisions about teachers we 

should be asked. We are working at schools from 9 am to  3 pm and it si said that after semestre vocation it will be 

8 am-5 pm. They should ask us.  And this affects my motivation” 

10-“ I agree with Mrs.Birsen. My well being is affected by the employers attitude, psychological and social matters and 

working environment especially the school building.  From the psychological  side I must say that I cant’t see the 

future so I can’t plan it and I am anxious about it. And our past is swept at once. Now I am a vice principle but don’t 

know what I will face four years later.  It’s like not seeing your vested rights and behave like what you did has no 

meaning for me  and to depreciate you. This is my interpretation.  I don’t feel selfconfident  anymore. 

 



3-How well do you feel  in your work 

environment? 
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1- I feel myself  most confident at my work environemt only sometimes  I might  feel unsecure and this is normal. Sometimes the 
principals  attitude or a collegues  might cause this.  I there is no distinction between hard worker and nonworker, we want 
to be inspected or evaluated by an inspector who is the subject as us. And we would like to know  how the teachers are 
rewarded. But I feel myself luck as I work in a good environment 

2- I feel myself very well as soon as I enter the school.  

3- Uncertainty this is what I feel.  Before the legal arrangement   I had more ideas desires. We are anxious about our future.  I 
wish everybody to work at places like my school.  I feel hopeless after the arrangement. Both teachers and  school 
management.  

4- Economically insufficient .  No allocation is sent to schools. And its forbidden to collect money from parents. Every year more 
and more responsibility and work load is put on  teachers and  school managers shoulders.  We are left alone by the Ministry 
by our  employer. 

5- I will feel happy if I know that I will progress when I work hard  without  being an advocator or  without discrimination. If not 
so you want to give up everything. I must say I feel inequality.  

6-As it is asked about work environment I must say that I understand my students. So I feel happy, proficient and consciously 
relaxed.  

7- It my first year at this school and  I try to get familiar with my friends.  Because my job needs  team work. I must say I am at my 
orientation term and try to get used to. Our school is  inadequate for infrastructure that why I feel  worried for performing 
my job.  

8- I must also say that I feel consciously relaxed.  I think that I do my job in the class properly.  But I must say that I feel lack of 
satisfaction and don’t feel that I am useful for the Vet students because its not the information or knowledge they want from 
me.  Their background knowledge is not sufficient  to get the new  coming knowledge.  And is also not interested or 
motivated.  And as I don’t get feed back from my students I feel  lack of satisfaction. 

9- I feel uneasiness,  anxious and unsatisfied 

10- I still feel hopeful 

11-I feel anxious but still hopeful.  

12- I feel happy in the classroom.  Have sometimes communication problems with parents. Sometimes they give  a lot of value to 
the teacher and sometimes none. 



4-Why are you feeling like that? 
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1- I work in a good environment and feel lucky for that.  Only sometimes there are  unpleasant moments for me. 

2- I feel myself well because  I was a  consumer now I am a producer. When I get into the class I  leave everything outside  and try 
to give something to the students  and  so to produce something and say that I am here for to do this. 

3- I feel happy at my school. The students  and the infrastructure of the school is  well. I only  feel anxious about the future.   

4- The feeling of  being left is due to the changes in  our ministries policies.  . And there is an effort to show that the educational 
problems are caused by the school management especially after the changes of the  education system. Because there were a 
lot of problems at school but the commune directors presented  as if there is no problem. I feel regret for the last 5-8 years 
that I work for school management.  Changes in policy without preparation  cause problems. These cause me feel hopeless 
and alone.  

5- I am happy in the class  but if you don’t get feed back from the students it makes you feel bad.  And  when you work very hard 
and the lazy teacher  gets a award this makes you feel the sense of inequality.  

6- I love my students very much. And I feel happy and comfortable in my class.   

7- There is still no team work at school.  I feel worried  because I think that there is no inequality 

8- No inequality. Ministry is unconcerned  to the problems. I am unhappy because my parents and my students are unhappy. They 
are most broken families and poor  families.  The families are worried and this reflects the students. The students are unhappy 
because they can’t attend the school they want. May be more art and sports schools would be a solution to this problem.  I 
am against to sending the unsuccessful students to the Vet schools. The result is that I feel lack of satisfaction. I want  worn-
out payment or retirement. 

9- I feel nervous because of the rumor about rotation  for teachers as my home is very near to my school.  I need  and want to 
attend professional development programs as everything is developing ad there are new therapy methods. I want to earn 
them but  private programs that I have to pay are too expensive. So we need professional support.. Otherwise I feel lack of 
satisfaction as a guidance counselor.  

10- I consider  myself important because I do new things and want to do new and good things  so I feel hopeful.  And I think there 
are a lot of people who think like me .  

11- We don’t have a school principle at school.  I feel worried because I don’t know what will happen .  But I am hopeful because I 
want to do good things at school management.  

12- I am happy and consciously relaxed. Because think that I do my best.   



5-How do you appreciate  communication in the 

educational environment? With other colleagues? The 

director? 
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1- I have ood communication and have only small problems.  

2-Changes from person to person. I have no problem with anybody and have  good communication with others. 
So your mood  also changes from day to day .   

3-There are small discussions sometimes but I think I have good relation with my collegues. 

4- In the work environment there may be normal discussions. Because there are dutşes to be performed and 
teachers have some rights and this sometimes concludes with discussions. For example teachers have to 
keep watch. 

5-I think this changes from school to school and teacher to teacher and from context to context. I have good 
relations.  You share more with your colegues whose age is close to you. 

6- I think I have good  relations. Sometimes the school managemet  solves our problems and sometimes they 
do not.  Because sometimes the problems are above their reach 

7- Have good relations with managers.  Have no problems. The teachers who are not used to team work have 
more problems. 

8- If there are problems with the books or the regulations  I don’t  have any person to direct my questions.  
Favoring some people is another problem and I think communication Among educators is still not good. 
When thinking personal its about the person who you are facing. While appointing teachers after the 
national exam a pschological test should also be held. 

9- I have to communicate with all teachers. Its not easy for us. The school is crowded. And the school building is 
large, No free time for teachers at school. It  gets more difficult when the school gets bigger. We need 
activities that teacghes team work at school. 

10- I have no problem in communication  in my working environment.  We have a social  support system in our 
school and help the students in need.  

11-12- I don’t have communication problems with the teachers. My problem is that we don’t  have a school 
principle at school. 



6-How do you appreciate teamwork in your school? 

(colleagues, directors, parents, students, staff) 
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1-I have good relations. 

2-We have a very hard working parents association at school and they  

3-Don’t have problems. The school managements door is open till the end every time. 

4- My communication is well. The media makes the parents aggressive against school and teachers. And the 
Ministry makes the parents prejudice against  the school. Especially after opening the Alo 147 complaint 
centre  everything is complained to the centre. Also if  the parent wants to change their Childs classroom 
they phone  Alo 147.  It became  a kind of treat to the school.  

5- Good teamwork among colleagues but some problem with the school management. ICT is not used much 
by the school management There are well parent information systems and it would be nice if we could also 
use them.  We could send and check the students homework on the internet, and so on..  

6-I don’t have any problems with my colleagues but with only few parents… 

7-The school principals have to have a leader qualification. Have to manage problems among people at school… 

8- There is good relation among teachers and a good team work. Our problem is more about parents as they 
don’t join meeting or  are uninterested with their child.  They behave to Vet schools like day nursing homes 

9- Have problems with parents they don’t attend meetings. Agrees with 8.  They don’t even attend parent 
training programs.  They start with 60 and at the end they stay 10. And at teacher teams only one person 
works and the duty finishes. At the end  the duty ıs done only on paper. We as the school became an award 
on team work but everything has ended now. 

10-Team work is  very important and our school was a good example for this.  

11-I haven’t been in a team work yet but am hopeful. 

12-Have good relations with teachers and parents. 

 



7-What do you feel about the community opinion 

regarding the status of a teacher? 
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1-We all studied at good schools. And the people who studied at similar schools as we did who are not teachers earn twice or 
three times more then us.  It is like giving a salary equalent to the value they give to teachers. None of my  12. class students 
want to be teachers.  Our parent are from high professions and earn a lot. They come to school with their professions.  But 
they are my parents  and  should come to school to talk about their children behave like my parents. Sometimes they talk as if 
they are educators and behave like they know more then me.  And this makes me feel bad.  We can hinder this situation. But 
some teachers accept this kind of behavior. We do a good job and only want  only respect.  There are also teachers who do 
not renew themselves. 

2-In the media and the films the police and the doctors are always shown as brave and heros whereas the teachers are shown 
stupid and funny persons. The students are very much affected by this reflections and they try to make fun with teachers.  

3- I agree with 1 

4- I think they do not respect our  job.  Professional development programs for renewing our knowledge should be organized .  

5-1 agree with 1 . The parents show the same respect as our employer shows us.   

6- I feel angry to those who dropped our statue into the floor. And especially to the media who make news against teachers. 

7- I agree to 1 and 6. In our community  teaching profession is accepted as a non working job. That why there is an attitude among 
people to tell especially women to be a teacher, or if you can’t get a job choose to be a teacher. 

8- If 30 %  of the community respects 70 % do not. I put parents in villages and smnall places too.  Because Turkish community 
shows respect to power and statue. My statue and salary is low and I don’t get much respect. 

9-I agree with my collegues. 

10- The honor that is given to the teachers decreases from day to day.  

11-12- In small places in villages there is more respect to teachers. Of course it is also related with the socio-economic statue of 
the community. 

 



8-How important is your salary for your wellbeing? 
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All the speakers agree that their salary is not enough and that it affects 
them in a bad manner. 

And  speaker 3 adds that  the teachers get  100 liras as expert  charge 
at the Ministry for Education whereas the experts at the Ministry of 
Finance get 750 liras. 

8-When compared to the workers  salary yes its high .But as a teacher 
we have to join socio-cultural activities, has to read books and has 
to do this after spending the salary to other costs for living.  As a 
Literature teacher I have to update myself and be a model to my 
students.  

9-Giving private lessons at free time  is also forbidden.  

10-The lowest salary among the universtiy graduated sivil servants 
belongs to the teachers. And this is the sign how your employer sees 
the teachers. When we want to go to a dinner in a Teachers’ Day we 
look for a cheap restaurant.  

11-Working as a vice-principle I think its enough for me 

 



9- Do you consider  that health and work environment 

influence each other? 
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 1- The tablets  that are given to the students will cause health 
problems, the schools are not clean enough 

2-I think that the smart boards  spread radiaton in the 
classroom.  

3-7,10, 11 I affect in a bad way. 

8-Our health is badly influenced. The exams are held in common  
and this affects me very much. For example if I am ill staying in 
bed I always think that I will be left back amy students will be 
unsuccessful at the exams.  This makes me worry when I get ill. 
There are hygenic problems at school 

9- I get treated for my voice so if the classes are crowded.   

12- I think that my work environmet affects my health very 
much. Once the heating  fuel finished and we all got cold. 

 



10-What would you want to change to improve your 

wellbeing? 
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1-Every year  new things are put into practice. And this is done without planning or programming. The minds 
should be changed especially in the Ministry. 

2- I agree with 5 

3-I would like to put a system which allows student to use their mobile phone during the breaks and blocks the 
phones during the lessons. 

4- The Ministries'' policy should not be changed before ten year.  The system is changed before we can see the 
results of the previous one. 

5- The system and policies shouldn’t changed so often. And there should be standards. 

6-Agrees with 5 and if the system needs to be changed they should be changed by educators should have 
taught in the class for at least 6-7 years.  And the educational management should consist of educators. 

7-Agrees with 5 and adds that teachers should not  changed very often it affects the team work at schools. 

8- I would change the education system so that it won’t need to be changed for long. Would take teachers, 
school managers and inspectors opinions and then would change. The main focus  should be on students 
not enterprises. 

9- Agree with my colleagues. 65 is too much for retirement . Teaching profession  needs energy and lots of 
teachers don’t get retired because of financial reasons.  

10-I agree with 5  

11-Would like to change  parents profile and I would like to foresee my future. 

12- Would more focus on social activities. 

  

 



Results of The Focus Group Interview  
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 About what they feel about the community opinion regarding the status of a teacher, most of 

the participants believe that it is like giving a salary equalent to the value given to the teachers. 

None of the  12. class students want to be teachers. They felt angry to those who dropped 

they statue into the floor. And especially to the media who make news against teachers. 

  About how important the salary is for the teachers’ wellbeing  all the speakers agree that 

their salary is not enough and that it affects them in a bad manner. The lowest salary among 

the university graduated sivil servants belongs to the teachers. And this is the sign how the 

community sees the teachers.  

 Some teachers say that smart boards  spread radiation in the classroom  influences their 

health in a bad manner.  

 Teachers want that the system and policies regarding education shouldn’t change so often. 

And there should be standards. 

 As a conclusion, it is generally accepted that group cohesion and co-operation is conducive to 

a healthy working environment and may help protect workers against stress and burnout. 

Where this sense of togetherness is absent, poor peer relationships manifest themselves in 

low solidarity, lack of co-operation and interpersonal conflict. While it is inevitable that 

individual teachers will have different perceptions of what constitutes adequate professional 

support, what is clear is, where that support is perceived to be lacking, there will be a 

consequent adverse effect on morale, performance and teacher wellbeing. So needs analysis 

must be performed  to decide what  kind of professional supports teachers need. And 

effective and adequate professional development programs should be developed and put in 

practice. 
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 The term wellbeing and wellness was defined correctly by the English language 
teachers. But teachers were not used to the translated form of the word to Turkish.  

 Most speakers said that the main factors that influence their wellbeing negatively 
was the problem that they were not able to foresee their future. “ Indefiniteness, not to 
know what will happen 4 months later. To think that I have to get away from my 
environment when rotation happens to me”   were the main problems they shared. Also 
problems with your colleagues was worse then physical conditions of the school.  

 About How they appreciate  communication in the educational environment most 
teachers agree that  the Ministry for the Education is unconcerned  to their 
problems. That  parents and the students are unhappy, They feel nervous because of 
the rumor about rotation  for teachers, there are not enough professional 
development programs for teachers, that they w need professional support..  

 About How they appreciate teamwork in their school most of the teachers have 
good relations with their collegues but if they have a problems realting the school 
books or the regulations  they don’t  have any person to direct their questions.  
Favoring some people is another problem in the system.  
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1. METHODOLOGICAL NOTE 

 The present research belongs to the transnational project called "GOODSTART: Starting to feel 
good for functioning well" which intends, as its main theme, the analysis of teachers’ wellbeing in the 
school environment and involves three partners: Romania, Turkey and Italy. 
In particular, the present investigation is a continuance to the theoretical analysis, titled "Teachers and 
work-related stress: knowing it to prevent it. Italian scenery", referred to:  
http://www.unioneassessorati.it/public/unioneassessorati/files1/ricerca%20teorica%20ita.pdf (Italian 
version) or http://projectgoodstart.wordpress.com/ (English version),  that explores risk factors and typical 
characteristics of teaching profession, started with a literature review. 
 
From a methodological point of view, the investigation foresees the realization of a structured 
questionnaire with rating scale questions; in particular, it has been chosen a 5-point Likert scale in order to 
obtain analyzable data by a statistical point of view and continually easily to standardize. The attitude of 
the person has been measured by submitting to the respondent series of statements according to any kind 
of subjective or objective criteria, asking to express the level of agreement or disagreement for each item: 1 
= Strongly disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neither agree nor disagree, 4 = Agree, 5 = Strongly agree. In this 
way, it was obtained an ordinal measurement of difference between the position of an individual and from 
another and has been interpreted as a degree of evaluation from "very negative" to "very positive". 
 
The questionnaire is divided into 2 parts:  first part collects personal information and second part is divided 
in turn into four thematic sections which gathering statements to identify the specific factors that affect 
the educational environment in a positive or negative way. These specific factors were chosen on the basis 
of the results obtained from the theoretical research (cf. "Teachers and work-related stress: knowing it to 
prevent it. Italian scenery"). 
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 The four sections are:  

- Section 1. Work environment;  

- Section 2. Organizational choices;  

- Section 3. Work relations;  

- Section 4. Sense of community and 

satisfaction. 
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 Section 1 contains the statements regarding to the 
physical work environment, based on the theoretical 
assumption that the external and environmental 
factors may constitute the significant stressors. Among 
them there are following factors: cleanliness and order 
of the school building, school structural conditions, 
quality and quantity of classrooms, equipments and 
teaching materials, as well as everything related to 
compliance with safety standards and burocratic 
practices within the institution. 
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Section 2 involves the organizational climate and institutional communication within the system. The 
organizational climate, interpersonal relations and school management style influence notably the 
motivation of the personnel who must find right incentives in work environment for investing the resources 
to arrange, their enthusiasm and their creativity in a process of change and innovation. In this macro-
category, therefore, are contained questions about quality of communication and relationships on 
management levels of organization, on these feedback which the managerial section transfers to the 
operators / teachers,  accessibility of useful information to carry out them task better. 
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 Section 3 contains the assessments related to quality 
of relations between colleagues and other school staff, 
investigating the aspects related to collaboration in 
teaching and educational choices, as well as an 
operational, availability and support provided in 
solving the problems by secretarial staff and other 
collaborative school staff. Within this section, we also 
explore, the relations with students and their families, 
based on assumption that quality of these relations 
influence the teaching activity and consequently 
wellbeing in the workplace. 
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 Section 4 investigates a wide-ranging area or 
rather on a sense of community and satisfaction 
for their profession what they do, besides 
personality characteristics, also feedback received 
by the school organization, their families and 
students, society and public opinion related to the 
role and social recognition of the teacher. Within 
this macroarea was also evaluated the changes 
over time in relation to that perception and 
satisfaction relating to payment. 
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 The survey foresees the distribution of the questionnaire, common 

with other partners of the project, to the target group composed by 
teachers who are teaching in preschool (3-5 years students), primary 
school (6-11 years students) and middle school (11-14 years students).  

 In case of an Italian partner, it has been involved two schools: the 
Comprehensive School Marineo-Bolognetta and the Comprehensive 
School "U. and V. Vivaldi "Porto Empedocle.  

   
 The distribution of questionnaires occurred in two month period, from 

end of April to May 2014, and included 107 teachers. The following 
table indicates the different backgrounds of the teachers who formed 
the group (cf. tab. 1).  
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Type of school 

Comprehensive 

School Marineo-

Bolognetta 

Comprehensive 

School "U. and V. 

Vivaldi "Porto 

Empedocle Total 

Pre-school (3-5 years students) 4 12 16 

Primary-school (6-11 years students) 25 13 38 

Middle school (11-14 years students) 32 21 53 

Total 61 46 107 
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 2.RESULTS  

 2.1. Characteristics of survey target group – 
Primary school teachers 

 The group of primary school teachers is made up of 38 
women, mainly aged between 40 and 48 years (cf. graph. 1), 
who mainly are graduated in a diploma program at 
university (diploma) (cf. graph. 2). Most of them have 
accomplished around 11 to 30 years teaching service 
experience in primary school; 15% of them have more than 
30-year career period (cf. graph. 3). 
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 2.2. Characteristics of survey target group – 
Middle school teachers 

 The target group of middle school teachers is 
mainly female gender (cf. graph. 4), mostly 
aged between 40 and 57 years (cf. graph. 5), 
82,7 % have a degree  (cf. graph. 6); 37.7% of 
teachers have 11 to 20 years of working 
experience at school, while 24.5% have 
already exceeded 30 years of service period 
(cf. graph. 7). 

 



2.3. Results. Section "Work 
Environment" 
 

As previously mentioned, in the macro category "work environment" includes all statements regarding to 
the conditions of physical and operational work environment, in reference to which the respondent 
expresses the degree of agreement or disagreement. Specifically, the factors to consider are: 
1) cleanliness and order of the school building;  
2) conditions of the school building;  
3) compliance respect to the safety standards;  
4) adequacy of classrooms and equipment;  
5) adequacy of teaching materials and aids;  
6) facility of burocratic practices’ implementation.  
It should be noted that the level of agreement with the statements in the questionnaire, ranging from 1 
"Strongly disagree" to 5 "Strongly Agree", is interpreted as level of evaluation from "very negative" to "very 
positive". 
 
Data elaboration shows a certain imbalance of the opinions of teachers, depending on the type of school in 
which they work. In preschool, in fact, the teachers expressed a stronger degree of distress compared to 
primary school teachers and, even stronger degree, than teachers of middle school (cf. graph. 8, 9 and 10). 
The interpretation of these data would show that the conditions of the physical work environment is in 
growth of education cycle: if in preschool and primary school, negative opinions about thresholds 
amounted respectively to 43.8% in preschool and 39.5% (26.3% +13.2%) in primary school, in middle school 
is just over 10%. That view is reinforced from the top percentage of positively identifying in middle school, 
equal to 37.7% (30.2% + 7.5%), compared to 25% registered for the preschool  and 21.1% for the primary 
school. 
In primary and middle school, higher percentages explain evaluation "average", which proposes that a 
work environment is acceptable. 
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In the macro category "organizational choices" embraces the statements that provide information on 
organizational culture of the institution and in particular: 
1) communication style with Headmaster; 
2) clarity and timeliness of communication flow; 
3) accessibility to the institution’s documentation; 
4) accessibility to the website; 
5) 'horizontal' sharing of educational,  learning and organizational choices (and not dropped from the  
     School Board); 
6) interests of the Headmaster for the point of view of teachers; 
7) clarity of operational guidelines; 
8) Valorizing  skills and resources of the teaching staff. 
 
The results of research related to the organizational choices in their entirety demonstrate an acceptable 
level of satisfaction by respondents: 50% or more of teachers provides a positive opinion  and, in some 
cases, strongly positive, in every education cycles. 
However, it should report a significant proportion of teachers who hold central positions, which is 
considered "average acceptable" their level of wellbeing in relation to approach of management decision 
making, methods of communication, feeling themselves appropriate in organizational culture of  
educational institution to which they belong. The identifying balances of such degree of evaluation are as 
follows: 18.8% for preschool, 28.9% for primary schools and 43.4% for middle school. 
The strongly negative opinions, conversely, stood on the threshold reduced with reference to middle school 
(7.5%), keep to rise in relation to primary school (5.3% and 13.2%, respectively strongly negative and 
negative), to achieve a very significant value percentage in relation to preschool, equal to 31.3%. 
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2.5. Results. Section "Work Relations"  
Within this section, are item of evaluation the evaluations of teachers with respect to their relationships 
and quality of communication with:  
1) fellow teachers;  
2) non-teaching staff and school staff;  
3) administrative and secretarial staff;  
4) students' families;  
5) students.  
 
As the "work relations", the percentage rates reflect a notable level of wellbeing of teachers in every 
education level. The positive and strongly positives opinions outweigh, in fact, the threshold of 65%. The 
negative opinions, by contrast, does not exceed 10% in any case and the share of teachers who evaluate 
their work relations as "average acceptable" remain on thresholds contained. 
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2.6. Results. Section "Sense of community and satisfaction" 
Within the section "Sense of community and satisfaction" contains the evaluations of teachers with respect 
to their being positioned in a macro-system represented by the society as a whole. 
Specifically, the teachers are expressed relative to their level of wellbeing in relation to: 
1) their social recognition by the organization; 
2) their social recognition by families and pupils; 
3) their social recognition from the public opinion; 
4) their enthusiasm in practice with years; 
5) their recognition in level of payment. 
 
In preschool and primary school, the degree of satisfaction is quite high, as shown by a percentage of 
positive opinion equal to 50% in both cases. Even the median positions, identifying who gives an evaluation 
of "acceptable average" compared to their degree of satisfaction, reaching significance thresholds. 
The ratings remain on negative values, especially in relation to preschool. With regard to the middle school, 
the overall satisfaction tends to decrease: the percentage of positive evaluation decreases, not reaching the 
40%, and greatly increase number of teachers who express a negative opinion, touching a threshold of 
24.6% (5.7% +18.9%). 
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